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ABSTRACT
The paper describes the experience of resisting the large-scale solving of CAPTCHA through the CAPTCHA-farms and presents the results of experimenting with different types of textual CAPTCHA on the farm worker and casual user crowds. Localization of CAPTCHA led to cutting twice the absolute volume of CAPTCHA parsing, but introducing the semantics into the test complicated it to casual users and was not found promising.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Yandex is operating Russia’s most popular search engine generating 62% of all search traffic in Russia [1]. Every day Yandex serves over 200 mln of user requests. Additionally, from 30 to 40 mln searches are made by various automated search bots, as estimated by the company’s proprietary bot detection algorithms.

Having more than 60% of search traffic share in Russia, Yandex is an object of continuing interest from SEO-companies, which scrape Yandex search engine result pages (SERPs) for different kinds of analysis. Such scraping does not always come for free, but any related expenses are usually justified by the high cost of website promotion services provided by SEOs.

Yandex Search API [2] is the service for automated requests that was made available to satisfy the above-mentioned scraping requests within certain quota, but a considerable part of scraping load still falls on the SERP, which is supposed to be used only by actual users, not bots. A special machine learning (ML) mechanism detects automated requests on SERP and blocks them by showing CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) (Figure 1), that is created using a number of well-known protectability improving techniques - kerning overlap, local and global wrap, missing ink, additive noise, variety of fonts and formatting [5], which make the CAPTCHA recognition non-trivial for automated parsers. This is why CAPTCHA is now parsed mainly through the CAPTCHA farms – special services hiring a lot of people, mainly from regions of low-cost labor markets (e.g. China, India, Bangladesh, Vietnam) [6], who identify CAPTCHA symbols for money.

As it is fairly mentioned by Motoyama et al. [6], due to the prosperity of CAPTCHA-farms, presently, CAPTCHA mechanism does not prevent large-scale automated access, but the increase of the cost of CAPTCHA solving in combination with secondary defense mechanisms (such as cookie invalidation, CAPTCHA’s input limits etc.) appear to be very effective in discouraging the crowd-sourced scraping. This paper presents the Yandex experience of combating this kind of misuse.

2. USABILITY TESTING
As of August 2013, online experiments showed that about 80% of correct Yandex CAPTCHA inputs are the result of solving it through farms. The aim of this work was to modify CAPTCHA in such a way that it becomes more costly for CAPTCHA farms to solve it, but remains convenient to solve it for the main audience of Yandex (ex-USSR countries).

2.1 Experiments
Considering the origin of the majority of farm workers and the recent studies on CAPTCHA [3, 4, 7], showing that users prefer localized CAPTCHA, we have conducted a series of experiments with usability testing. A proprietary algorithm for ML-classification of users into farm-workers and casual users was used for the tests. The accuracy of classification was nearly 100% according to a verification on the labeled set of more than 3K search requests. The metrics of usability were the percentage of correct inputs by human users and the median of their input time. In total, 6 types of CAPTCHA were tested on farm workers and organic user crowd that corresponded to 3.5 mln search requests. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 1.

The Cyrillic CAPTCHAs proved to be the most problematic for the farms, as the significant share of tasks was seemingly assigned to the workers, who do not know the Cyrillic alphabet.
Positive Cyrillic dictionary (frequently used Russian words with positive connotation like "sun", "pancakes" etc.) and Numeric types turned out to be the most convenient for organic users.

### Table 1. CAPTCHAs usability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Users success</th>
<th>Users response time, s</th>
<th>Farm success</th>
<th>Farm response time, s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numeric (baseline)</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin random letters</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrillic random letters</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrillic dictionary</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Cyrillic dictionary</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. MARKET REACTION

After introducing the Positive Cyrillic to the entire crowd, the absolute quantity of correct inputs has decreased by 80%.

The «outside» situation was evaluated by observing two stocks: antigate.com (the price of solving 1K CAPTCHAs, which depends on the number of workers online and the current demand) and xmlstock.com, where Yandex Search API's users can sell their portion of requests to those users, who need more requests than the official per user limit allows (the price for buying 1K requests).

The change of CAPTCHA type has seriously affected the work of the antigate.com. A small number of workers who know Cyrillic alphabet along with the high demand have resulted in the growth of the average price of correct solving: within the first several days the solving cost of 1k CAPTCHAs had grown by 9 times, sometimes reaching up to the unprecedented high level of 20$/1K.

From the situation on the API-limits' market it could be concluded that a part of CAPTCHA farms clients had preferred to switch to using Yandex Search API rather than accept the increased price of CAPTCHA solving. On the Figure 2 it is shown the rise of the number of xmlstock.com customers and the corresponding increase of the price for 1K requests to the Search API.

![Figure 2. Dynamics of Yandex Search API-limits' stock](image)

After about two weeks, the situation had stabilized, the farms had adapted to new conditions and the correct solving percentage for the farm workers had restored to approximately 60%. But considering that the solving cost had grown as well, the absolute number of correct inputs per day had decreased twice as a result of the experiment.

### 4. SEMANTIC COMPONENT IN TEST

In order to understand the nature of the restored percentage of correct inputs (whether it was due to the distribution of the tasks to new workers from the ex-USSR countries or the farms have used a virtual Cyrillic keyboard for all the workers), the entire crowd was loaded with the CAPTCHAs made of common words in Cyrillic with a missed vowel.

After the release of this type of CAPTCHA, the percentage of successful inputs decreased for the human crowd by 13% and by 13.5% for the farm-workers. From the fact that it resulted into an almost the same decrease of solving quality for the both crowds, we conclude that the nature of the restore is the consequence of the distribution of the solving tasks to Russian-speaking workers.

### 5. CONCLUSION

Localized CAPTCHA reduced the percentage of successful inputs for farm workers, but after the farms adapted, the success percentage for the farm workers had restored. Nevertheless, the absolute volumes of CAPTCHA parsing have been cut twice in comparison with the initial conditions and the familiar level of comfort for organic users was still preserved.

Introducing the semantic component to the test complicated CAPTCHA for users as well as for farms but did not disable any significant part of farm workers. Thus, the strengthening of semantics in CAPTCHA is not the promising direction in fighting against CAPTCHA-farms in modern conditions.
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